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Abstract: This paper examines how global civil society, mediated mainly 
across internet-based activist ‘dotcauses’, transcends the geographical and other 
barriers associated with mainstream media and conventional public and political 
deliberation. In so doing, it examines how global civil society is capable of 
influencing and impacting political deliberation through the decisional, 
discursive and regulatory attributes of its activities. In addition, it also examines 
how recent developments, such as ‘e-government’ and the transformation of 
news (mobile-phone footage, social networks) despite their threats and problems, 
can provide global civil society with more opportunities to intervene in the 
public deliberation spaces opened by governments and the media.  
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1 Introduction: globalisation and global civil society  

In parallel with the globalisation of political and economic forces, there is considerable 
evidence pointing to the emergence of a transnational, even global civil society (Kaldor, 
2003). Of course, this is not the first time that civil society has gone beyond state borders 
to build coalitions with global reach. Trade unionism, the antislavery movement and the 
struggle for women’s suffrage are just a few examples. Yet, there is little doubt that the 
breadth of more recent global mobilisation, the range of issues addressed and the depth of 
interaction is recent. Activist mobilisation global civil society (GCS) has challenged the 
institutional or political infrastructure that supports the character of neo-liberal 
globalisation. An increasing visibility, voice and activism from a large number of 
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organisations operating across national borders, advocate change, oppose current 
processes or policies and propose alternative solutions to global issues. Before analysing, 
however, how GCS achieves that, a number of points must be clarified that will have a 
bearing on our argument. They include what we mean by globalisation and global civil 
society.  

The concept of globalisation is multidimensional and has produced many 
conceptualisations (Held and McGrew, 2007). Indeed, Scholte (1997) argues that the 
ideas of globalisation are so broad and diverse that it is difficult to effectively define or 
generalise it. However, some common themes do emerge. As Castells (2008, p.81) 
argues, not everything or everyone is globalised, but the global networks that structure 
the planet affect everything and everyone. These include global financial markets, global 
production and distribution of goods and services, international trade, global movement 
of immigrants and refugees, global networks of science and technology, global media 
and global cultural industries. In addition, the critical issues conditioning everyday life 
for people and their governments in every country are largely shaped by globally 
interdependent processes that move beyond the realm of ostensibly sovereign state 
territories and produce new forms of political solidarity and understanding (Beck, 2006). 
This increasing sense of mutual interdependence, combined with the emergence of global 
cities and global communication networks, has shifted the interests and values of 
societies from the national to the global domain. Certain cities of the post-industrial 
world, such as New York, London and Japan, have become central nodes for the 
acceleration of capital and information flows, creating a global city web whose 
constituent cities become ‘global’ through the networks in which they participate 
(Sassen, 2001). Global communication networks, on the other hand, give shape to a 
global public sphere in which information and knowledge, political values, ethics and 
lifestyles are exchanged, and are becoming increasingly autonomous from nation-state 
contexts (Volkmer, 2003). Last, but not least, the communication foundation of the 
contemporary world, the global web of horizontal communication networks that include 
the multimodal exchange of interactive messages from many to many (Castells, 2007, 
pp.246–248), facilitate not only the development of ‘mass self-communication’ that 
connect the local and the global, but also provide a global platform for global activists 
and movements. 

It is within this context that the term GCS has come into use in the past 20 years.  
It is understood as an arena where the individual negotiates, struggles against, or debates 
with the centres of political and economic authority. Today, those centres include 
governments, global economic institutions, and multinational companies (Kaldor, 2003, 
p.590). In particular, GCS sees itself in some respects as a ‘counter power’ (Castells, 
2007, pp.248–252), challenging the power relations, the inequitable impacts and 
unaccountable decision-making processes of neo-liberal globalisation, which has 
institutionalised an overwhelming power of economic mechanisms, markets and firms, 
over human rights, political projects, social needs and environmental priorities. It is a 
sphere of global relationships among heterogeneous individuals and actors, an alternative 
project of ‘globalisation from below’, which aims at minimising violence, maximising 
economic well-being, realising social and political justice, and upholding environmental 
quality (Falk, 1997). 
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With that in mind, the paper proceeds as follows:  

• Section 2 examines the role and character of GCS and how its activities through the 
internet facilitate the move away from the notion that participatory, deliberative 
democracy is realisable only through political structures of the nation state.  

• Section 3 analyses how the deliberative nature and credentials (decisional, 
regulatory and discursive) of GCS, have allowed it to mediate, contest and engage 
with state and non-state institutions of global governance.  

• Section 4 makes an effort to discuss the opportunities provided to GSC by recent 
developments in formal political (‘e-government’) and media spheres (social 
networks). 

2 Global civil society and internet-based activist ‘dotcauses’ 

One of the more novel mobilisation and communication outlets for GCS has been the 
internet. The mobilisation of GCS, mediated mainly across internet-based activist 
‘dotcauses’ (Deibert, 2000; Clark and Themudo, 2006), allows unprecedented 
opportunities for the exchange of information outside the control of the dominant 
mainstream media. Information on the internet, not available in the mainstream media, 
and coming from alternative sources that otherwise may not be heard, enhances the 
resources available to actors in social and political struggles. This can lead to rapid, 
creative action among activists, organised through non-hierarchical channels, who may 
be geographically and/or socially diverse, but who share common interests, concerns, 
goals and strategies.  

The internet, however, is implicated in ways far beyond merely reducing the costs of 
communication, or transcending the geographical and other barriers associated with 
traditional mainstream media (Bennett, 2003). The large, decentralised and often 
leaderless networks facilitated by the new communication technologies operate a form of 
politics that is based on the participation and direct engagement of all citizens rather than 
the hierarchical model of traditional institutionalised bureaucratic politics. It is about 
building relationships and forging solidarity rather than simply providing information 
(Fenton, 2007). It points to mistrust for institutionalised political parties and 
representative institutions and a very high trust and participation in social movements. To 
take an example, let us examine the People’s Global Action (PGA). Established in 1998 
by activists protesting in Geneva against the second multilateral conference of the World 
Trade Organization, the PGA describes itself as an instrument of communication and 
coordination, not an organisation, trying to inspire the greatest possible number of 
persons and groups to act against neo-liberal globalisation (Fenton, 2008, p.41).  

Such internet-based activist ‘dotcauses’ make a virtue and a philosophy out of their 
disorganised character that reject traditional, institutional organised politics. In so doing, 
‘dotcauses’ operate as a medium favouring the formation of collective identities. This is 
due to its ability to put together people of similar grievances in different geographical 
areas. According to the study of Della Porta and Mosca (2005, pp.178–181) of the anti-
G8 protest in Genoa (July 2001) and the European Social Forum (Florence November 
2002), online forums and mailing lists facilitated the emergence of common  
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interpretative schemes among activists and organisations. The activists of the Italian 
organisation Rene Lilliput, for example, made an extensive use of the internet not only to 
spread information, but also to discuss themes of interest through a national, regional and 
local system of newsletters and mailing lists. The website of the organisation Tute 
Bianche also hosted a lively discussion forum on which forms of action should be 
adopted. The consultation was published in four languages and received significant mass-
media attention and coverage.  

‘Dotcauses’ also facilitate, as Juris (2005, p.198) argues, the creation of broad 
umbrella spaces, where diverse organisations and networks converge around common 
hallmarks while preserving their autonomy and specificity. Rather than recruitment, the 
objective becomes horizontal expansion and connectivity through articulating diverse 
movements within flexible, decentralised information structures allowing for coordination, 
communication and deliberation. This allows: 

1 The establishment and maintenance of ‘latent’ ties that can be activated very quickly 
and used according to each situation and necessity (Della Porta and Mosca, 2005, 
p.180). A study on peace activists during the transnational protests against the 
impending war in Iraq on 15 February 2003 indicated that those activists who held 
strong identifications with the protest movement about globalisation also 
participated in the antiwar protests. It also indicated that the more activists 
participate in multiple types of organisations and networks, the more frequently they 
use the internet (Bennett et al., 2004), contributing as a result also to miscible 
mobilisations or simultaneous mobilisation efforts by movements with different 
priorities (Vasi, 2006).  

2 The growth of broad networks despite relatively weak social identity and ideology 
ties. The internet with its networked, interactive and polycentric form can 
accommodate radically different types of political actors from different places at 
different times, to engage with common interests (peace, respect for environmental, 
worker and human rights). A good example in this direction is the North American 
Fair Coffee Campaign, in which the organisation Global Exchange, former member 
of the Nike Sweatshop Campaign (Carty, 2002) became an important actor in a 
diverse network of birdwatchers and sustainable development organisations. In this 
network, each member could maintain its own identity, while adding value to the 
causes of others. For example, the Audubon Society provided a credible source for 
claiming that the failure of coffee companies like Starbucks to pay a fair price for 
their beans resulted in the disappearance of the small shaded coffee farms which 
provided habitat for the migrating songbirds that enlivened back yards each summer. 
The songbird, therefore, became an effective symbol for communicating the fair 
trade message than trying to communicate more ideological discourses about world 
coffee markets and the plight of peasant farmers.  

3 The deliberative nature and power of global civil society  

Given the above analysis, the central question is whether GCS has any impact on the 
public sphere and on political deliberation, and, if so, what are the attributes of this 
impact. One could argue that while there have been some interesting changes, GCS is not  
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yet an actor of deliberation in global politics. Although, this is an argument that cannot 
be lightly dismissed, what should be emphasised is that this perspective is anchored in 
sets of assumptions that largely do not see beyond the formal global political system and 
the conventional role of public deliberation in that system.  

In particular, the activities of GCS indicate that the public sphere is becoming 
increasingly differentiated and diversified with regard to people, issues and attitudes. As 
Brassett and Smith (2010) would argue, activists in GCS discuss issues of globalisation 
and global governance, organisational structures and appropriate strategies. GCS 
organisations and the public spaces that they forge, involve vast processes of deliberation 
geared towards deciding who and what issues are included, how funds are spent and what 
action might be taken. ‘Dotcauses’ constitute a global public sphere, in the important 
sense that the actors within it understand themselves as participating within an ongoing 
deliberative practice, that aims at negotiating the values and agendas of GCS itself. An 
excellent example in that direction, as an event and process, is provided by the World 
Social Forum (WSF). Since its establishment in 2001, the WSF has been an important 
space for meeting and mobilising diverse social movements that oppose the dominant 
strains in contemporary economic and financial globalisation. As it is underlined in 
principle one of its Charter the ‘WSF is an open meeting place for reflective thinking, 
democratic debate of ideas, formulation of proposals, free exchange of experiences and 
interlinking for effective action’ (Quoted in Smith, 2004, p.4.). In line with this logic, the 
WSF has developed and expanded in the capacity to make a heterogeneous group of 
actors, from across social, cultural, and geographical spectrums, believe in themselves 
and in the possibility of transforming and reconstructing the world. As stated in Article 
14 of its charter, the WSF encourages its participant organisations and movements to 
situate their actions, from the local level to the national level, seeking active participation 
in international contexts, with the purpose of introducing into the global agenda change-
inducing practices (Smith, 2004; Glasius, 2005; Grzybowski, 2006). 

It is clear, therefore, that GCS cannot aim at reproducing the domestic electoral 
procedures and the nation-state participatory model, especially since its weaknesses are 
so clearly exposed. As Armanino (2009) stresses, a new face of sovereignty is emerging 
in which GCS and internet-based ‘dotcauses’ are influencing and representing citizen 
needs and concerns that the nation-state has neglected. Networked coalitions and 
‘dotcauses’ educate publics about the nature and terms of dominant global discourses, 
reveal their contingent and changeable nature, and encourage a process of critical 
reflection on their adequacy and acceptability (Dryzek, 2004). They are also a space 
where knowledge and competencies are being shared and spread (Dahlgren, 2006). Their 
networking reiterates core democratic values which in turn serve to solidify identities, 
values and affinities, introducing a qualitative criterion in democratic processes: interest, 
motive, and possibly, knowledge and capacity to act. This differentiation is not 
crystallised in electoral processes where the most and least active individuals have one 
vote each. Such initiatives enhance public participation, a core component of democracy, 
and should be greeted as facilitating democracy, legitimacy and effectiveness. They 
point, one could argue, to the difference between formal and substantive democracy. 
Formal citizenship, as Appadurai and Holston (1996, p.190) state, is simply a legal 
belonging to a nation-state as citizen. Substantive citizenship on the other hand refers to 
“the array of civil, political, socio-economic, and cultural rights people possess and 
exercise” (Appadurai and Holston 1996, p.190). Formal membership in the nation-state  
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“is increasingly neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for substantive citizenship” 
(Appadurai and Holston 1996, p.190), given that in today’s world the space and flows of 
networked organisational coalitions of like-minded civil society groups and ‘dotcauses’ 
empower citizens, wherever they may be residing, to express their concerns and exert 
their demands on global issues nation-states neglect. 

One, however, could still argue that despite the proliferation and fortification of GCS, 
its role remains marginalised in global public deliberation. This, however, as Arts (2003) 
rightly stresses, is because critics tend to focus on only one aspect of deliberative power, 
namely the decisional one (capacity to influence decision making), neglecting the 
regulatory (capacity to make rules) and discursive (capacity to frame discourse) 
dimensions of global civil society power.  

3.1 Decisional dimension 

While it is true that the decisional aspect is problematic for GCS, as it is difficult to 
infringe on political fora and contribute to the decision-making processes, one should not 
overlook that it entertains more decisional power than in the past, reaching authoritative 
decision making within the formal practices of international politics. The best known 
examples of this are the international campaigns to Ban Landmines and establish  
the International Criminal Court (Price, 1998; Glasius, 2002). Global civic actors 
disseminated critical information, informing the press, national parliaments, grass roots 
groups, participated in meetings with officials and state representatives, debating political 
proposals and providing critical expertise to state representatives and non-state actors. 
Indicative is also the impact global civil society had on derailing the WTO’s Multilateral 
Agreement on Investments (MAI). By collaborating on a global level in sharing 
information and organising mass protests, different movements and NGOs were able to 
lobby their national governments and hold them accountable. Their transnational links 
created space for those outside the traditional political and economic power structure to 
voice alternative opinions concerning global trade policies (Smith and Smythe, 2003).  

Such examples indicate that the input of GCS is significant, underlying that it can 
contribute to more transparent, more deliberative and more ethical international decision-
making, which is ultimately preferable to a world of isolated sovereign states with no 
accountability outside their borders, or exclusive and secretive state-to-state diplomacy. 
They point, as Bohman (2004) would argue, to the existence of a global public sphere 
that not only mediates between governmental institutions of global governance and the 
human populations that they govern, but also enhances the deliberative credentials of 
global governance through contest and engagement, an intersection between GCS and 
international regimes.  

3.2 Regulatory dimension 

Global civil society also possesses increasing regulatory power, setting ground rules for 
sustainable development. An excellent example in this direction is provided by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC), established by the World Rainforest Movement and other 
environmental and social groups from developed and developing countries, as a response 
to concerns over global deforestation. The FSC is represented in more than 50 countries 
and is the only internationally recognised standard setting organisation for responsible  
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forest management supported by the corporate sector as well as environmental 
organisations and social groups (http://www.fsc.org/about-fsc.html). Indicative are also 
the activities of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA), an online and grassroots 
organisation campaigning for a healthy, equitable, and sustainable system of food 
production and consumption. One of the main demands of the organisation has been  
to force the world’s leading coffee purveyor, Starbucks, to stop using rBGH-laced  
milk in its products. After hundreds of OCA organised rallies at Starbucks around the 
world, and years of online pressure, Starbucks announced, as of 1 January 2008, all of 
Starbucks products are rBGH-free (http://www.organicconsumers.org/starbucks/index. 
cfm). Similarly, in 2000, a campaign across 29 cities of the USA by thousands of on line 
activists and 84 grassroots organisations coordinated by Global Exchange, pressured 
Starbucks to carry Fair Trade coffee in all their cafes. As a result, on 4 October Starbucks 
introduced whole bean Fair Trade Certified coffee at over 2300 stores in the USA (it’s 
currently over 7500). This is an amazing testament to the power of Fair Trade activism 
and the concrete changes that citizens can make in the global trade system when they 
demand products to be made under fair labour conditions (http://www.globalexchange.org/ 
fairtrade/coffee/starbucks).  

3.3 Discursive dimension 

Last, but not least, GCS also possesses discursive power, with the ability to set issues on 
the agenda and influence the terms of the discussion. Human rights, for example, have 
become a central point in foreign policy discourse and policy making, not least because a 
number of GCS actors were and are active in promoting and securing through global 
agreements their protection – and in so doing stimulating a vibrant global debate on the 
issue. The affirmation of human rights on a comprehensive, global scale gives birth to 
thousands of social movements that not only cover the entire span of the human 
experience, from poverty to illnesses, from hunger to epidemics, from women’s rights to 
the defence of children, but also re-frame local and national issues into global ones, 
mobilise local interests at the global level and build up ‘glocalised’ networks to mobilise 
support and affect outcomes (Arts, 2004). The Zapatistas, for instance, formed a social 
movement opposed to the economic, social, and cultural effects of globalisation 
(represented by NAFTA) on the Mexican Indians and on the Mexican people at large. To 
survive and assert their rights, they called for global solidarity (Zapatista Solidarity 
Network), and they ended up being one of the harbingers of the global network of 
indigenous movements, itself a component of the much broader global movement 
(Olessen, 2004).  

The connection of these movements in a global network of debate and coordination 
of action aimed at altering the processes of globalisation, are processes that are 
differentiated from previous, or ‘old’, movements that focused exclusively on the 
dichotomies of labour and capital and of class. GCS is the sphere of cross-border 
relations and collective activities outside the international reach of states and markets, the 
sphere of international relationships among heterogeneous individuals and actors who 
share civil values and concern for global issues, advocacy actions and self organisation 
experiments. Indicative is the example of Occupy Wall Street (OWS), which began as 
blog-post proposal of the Canadian-based Adbusters Foundation (best known for its 
advertisement-free anti-consumerist magazine Adbusters) for a peaceful occupation of  
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Wall Street to protest corporate influence on democracy, the absence of legal 
repercussions for the bankers behind the recent global financial crisis, and a growing 
disparity in wealth. Influenced by the protesters in Egypt and Tunisia, as well as by the 
consensus decision making of the ‘Outraged’ movements in Spain and Greece, the 
protest that began on 17 September 2011, by the end of the year had over 125 Occupy-
related pages on Facebook. Moreover, it had also had spread to over 100 cities in the 
USA and actions in over 1500 cities globally (www.occupywallstreet.org/about). 
Although this development, so far, has not changed the asymmetric ongoing global 
economic policies, the alternative discourse of Occupy Wall Street succeeded in 
positioning itself out in the global public sphere, increasing and enhancing the voices of 
those who call for a more equitable and democratic system of global economic 
governance. An October survey by TIME magazine found that 54% of Americans have a 
favourable impression of the protests (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactions-to-Occupy-
Wall-Street). Indicative is also the statement of US President Barack Obama 
(http://articles.latimes.com/2011/oct/06/news), according to which the OWS is an 
expression of the crisis of legitimacy and inability of governments to counter the 
monetary power structure and abusive practices of financial institutions. 

4 New prospects and opportunities 

With the above in mind, it is also important to examine how two recent developments in 
formal political spheres and mainstream media spheres may be offering new avenues for 
intervention to GCS.  

The first development is related to ‘e-government’ and the willingness of many 
governments around the world to facilitate online communication of experts and citizens. 
Thus, it would be interesting to examine the extent to which GCS desires, wishes and can 
participate in ‘e-government’ deliberative processes, intervening with positions in 
national online public dialogues? This is important when considering that ‘e-government’ 
has not drastically changed relations between citizens and decision-makers, as politicians 
and bureaucrats are more interested in maintaining the status quo in fear of losing control 
and power (Davies and Gangadharan, 2009). ‘E-government’ is a passive factor, 
contributing to the power capabilities of states, which strive for security and welfare in an 
anarchic environment. Technological leadership and control is imperative to maintain or 
improve a relative power position in the international system (Fritsch, 2011). How can, 
therefore, GCS work for and ensure openness and honesty about the scope and purpose 
of engagement, inclusion of diverse viewpoints and values, access to information, respect 
and space to understand and reframe issues, and ability to influence policy and decision 
making (Gastil and Levine, 2005)?  

Taking into account the broad opportunities of new communication technologies, 
GCS civil society could move to the forefront of the debate, facilitating open-access 
networks of dialogue, argumentation and counter-argumentation between states, 
international organisations and the public. Let us take an example, that of the global 
economic crisis. The euro zone is currently experiencing an existential threat. However, 
Germany’s insistence on bilateral consultations and official summits, most of which are 
behind closed doors, breeds suspicion and fears to both the governments and the people 
of other EU member-states. The USA, on the other hand, continues working within the  
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entrenched neo-liberal intellectual landscape without explaining its policy and rationale 
and without examining and communicating potential alternatives and measures for 
improvement. Despite the fact that the global economy has come at such a critical 
juncture, there is little public debate initiated by states on economic governance and 
which model is preferable. While the neo-liberal orthodoxy of open and unregulated 
markets is widely believed to be to a certain extent the culprit for the economic 
downturn, state apparatuses do little to engage in a debate on the preferable economic 
system. They do not offer convincing arguments and counter-arguments in the public 
sphere explaining their positions and moves. To the contrary, they tend to take short-term 
perspectives, dealing with the symptoms rather than the roots of the problems. There is a 
need to open venues of dialogue with citizens in order to reverse the crisis. GCS, 
therefore, could cooperate with NGOs and academic institutions whose activities centre 
on the issue, initiating a dialogue with citizens with the aim of defining and 
understanding the depth and parameters of the crisis, framing and communicating it to 
the public and pushing for the most proper policies. This can be accomplished by 
creating supranational websites and fora where citizens can express their opinions and 
comments. Online interviews of officials can also be organised with questions of the 
public. Such initiatives will only increase trust, but also allow for dialogue on the 
shortcomings of current policies, and in so doing facilitate the potential for counter 
proposals and their incorporation.  

The second development is related to the transformation of daily news. The state and 
the mainstream media are no longer the best source of information, or even the most 
likely catalysts of policy change and stability concerning an array of important issues 
(Aday and Livingston, 2008; Beckett, 2008). Ordinary people are increasingly involved 
in compiling, sharing, filtering, discussing and distributing news. Twitter lets people 
anywhere report what they are seeing. Classified documents are published online. 
Celebrities and world leaders publish updates directly via social networks, and the 
mainstream media are increasingly connected into a much wider network of independent, 
individual and social media communications. Mobile-phone footage of Arab uprisings is 
posted on social-networking sites and shown on television newscasts, providing not only 
a powerful tool against repression, but playing an integral and multifaceted part in 
building and mobilising support, coordinating and defining the protests within different 
Arab societies and transnationalising them across the Middle East, North Africa and to 
the wider world (Cottle, 2011). There is also growing interest in investigative journalism 
that operates on a non-profit model. Digital tools have transformed how reporters gather 
information through techniques such as crowd sourcing and wikis. The internet is giving 
investigative journalists powerful new tools while also draining newspapers of resources 
(Marshall, 2010). Last, but not least, global advocates are pushing for greater openness 
about aid flows, the governance of natural resources and human rights abuses, with 
established non-governmental organisations, such as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty 
International, sending photographers and radio producers to work alongside researchers 
and journalists in the field (Economist, 2011, p.15).  

These developments suggest that GCS needs to consider the greater impact of such 
deliberation, focusing not only on the media as the conduit for its messages, but 
increasingly as an enabler that furthers their aims, ideally in a transparent, interactive and 
accountable way (Deanne, 2008; Muhammad et al., 2011). This becomes all the more 
important when considering the following two factors: 
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1 Firstly, that GCS has not emerged without negative consequences, particularly for 
non-democratic and authoritarian states (Hoffman, 2011). Even democratic states are 
pressed to find ways to control their unintended and perceived negative public policy 
and national security consequences. Just as progressive and social justice groups 
have made use of internet-based ‘dotcauses’ to advance global norms, so too have a 
wide variety of resistance networks, militant groups, extremists, criminal 
organisations, and terrorists (Diebert and Rohozinski, 2010). How can security and 
openness be reconciled? GCS, as Diebert (2011) argues, needs to be an active 
participant in the rule-making forums of cyberspace. This is not an easy task, as 
there is no one single forum of cyberspace governance, and in many cases the idea of 
civil society participation is alien. GCS, therefore, will not only need to monitor all 
of these forums, but in so doing also work hard to ensure that they are open not only 
to politicians but also to citizens.  

2 Secondly, moving news and political discussion to an online space may exclude 
those with no access to this space, widening the inequalities between the developed 
world and the underdeveloped world, the rich and poor, whites and blacks, the 
educated and less-educated (Min, 2010). Thus, a critical question that needs to be 
addressed is how can the positive presence of GCS be encouraged, while at the  
same time avoiding the reproduction of established hierarchies of power and 
representation? It is important for GCS to examine how online news or investigative 
stories are being presented for the growing number of mobile digital devices, as well 
as which web components have the greatest impact on making global audiences 
interested in its activities. More importantly, if GCS is to strengthen its presence, it 
also needs to facilitate greater intercultural communication and understanding, 
ensuring that the diversity of voices and perspectives that do not have access to these 
technologies are heard and understood. This, as Custard rightly argues (2008), 
should include participatory acts of collaboration and negotiation to determine needs 
and shape solutions of the diverse interests and needs that are excluded from the 
online space of political discussion and deliberation.  

5 In conclusion 

We have moved into a new era in which the certitudes of the past in regard to how the 
conventional public spheres, political deliberation and democracy work, have become 
problematic. In the increasing number of issues that transcend national borders and the 
authority of national governments, national demoi are not powerful enough as democratic 
pillars. The weaker the links of national representation become, the more the need for a 
vibrant public sphere that will not only compensate for the apathy of domestic politics, 
but also activate citizens at the global level. It makes more sense nowadays for citizens to 
engage themselves in ‘dotcauses’ that have the power to reach most corners of the earth 
and lobby international fora and institutions, rather than to put pressure on their own 
domestic government to act for global issues. In so doing, they encourage the move from 
the notion that participative, deliberative democracy is realisable only through political 
structures of the nation state. Communication and information technology was and is 
instrumental in this move. The potential of this move, however, is not only up to the 
technology itself (Papacharissi, 2009). They may be curtailed by information access 
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inequalities, new media literacy and the possibility of internet-based technologies to 
adapt to the patterns of global capitalism and the culture of commercialisation. 
Developing, therefore, better strategies and spaces for engagement is one of the most 
critical challenges facing GCS in the 21st century. In so doing, and by fully exploring the 
opportunities provided by the developments in ‘e-government’ and the making and 
distribution of news, GCS will not only achieve greater participation, but also develop 
more complex and effective solutions to global economic and social problems.  
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